INTRODUCTION w x
In the proof that a quasinormal subgroup is subnormal 4 , one only needs to show that it is permutable with all of its conjugates. This leads to a new concept concerning subgroups.
DEFINITION. A subgroup H of a group G is a conjugate-permutable
Ž .
g g subgroup of G H -G , if HH s H H for all g g G.
Cy P
In the first section we prove that conjugate-permutable subgroups are subnormal, and we prove some elementary properties of conjugate-permu- 
G is a finite group, and g , . . . , g are a 
and f is a homomorphism of G, then f H
Cy P Ž . - f G . CyP LEMMA 1.5. If H is a maximal conjugate-permutable subgroup of G, then H eG. Proof. Suppose that H is not normal in G then ᭚ g g G such that H g / H. Since HH g - G, HH g s G. Let K s H g , now g s hk where Cy P h g H and k g K. Thus K s H g s H h k s H k , so K s K k y1 s H,Ä 4 Let K s H l H from above K is subnormal in H, so K s H or 1Ž . then P g Syl G , P is normal in G. p Ž . Ä 4 Proof. Let P g Syl G , P s x , . . . , x . By Lemma 1.3 for all i, p 1 n ² : G ² : G ² : G x is a normal p-subgroup of G. Therefore H s x иии x is a i 1 n normal p-subgroup of G and P F H, so P is normal in G.
